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Introduction
The “Open Rules for CDISC Standards” initiative is an initiative from a number of CDISC volunteers
(including CDISC staff members) to come to a really open implementation of published rules (either
by CDISC itself, the FDA and the PMDA) for SDTM, SEND and ADaM, meaning that the rule
implementations are not hidden in “black box” software anymore, but that their implementations
are published in both human-readable and machine-executable language.
These human-readable and machine-executable rules can then be used by anyone who desires to do
so, either using third party software, or using own developed software. With the rules already
available, the development of such validation software is very easy. Several ways of doing so is
explained on the website.
This also enables to easily develop software that does validation without human intervention, for
example, software that automatically starts running when new submission files are received by a
system. The classic validation software (that is still used by the FDA) does not provide such a
functionality anymore.
For those not wanting to write their own software (although it is easy), there are several possibilities.
The first one is to store all submissions in a native XML database, and use the query engine of that
database. This is explained in another article.
The second method is to use the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer” which is freely available from the
Sourceforge website. As the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer” is open source, people can also use the
source code, extend it, etc.. You can find the source code here.
Remark that the “Open Rules for CDISC Standards” require your (submission) data sets to be in the
new CDISC Dataset-XML format, which is already supported by many mapping software providers. If
you still use SAS-XPT, you can easily convert your XPT datasets to CDISC Dataset-XML using one of
the free conversion tools that are available.

Installation of the rule sets
When you have downloaded and installed the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer”, have a look at the folder
structure:

Go into the folder “Validation_Rules_XQuery”. Normally, you will find the following files:

Each XML file in this folder contains a complete set of rules:
•
•
•
•
•

The ADaM validation checks (v.1.3) as published by CDISC
The recently published SDTMIG conformance rules (v.1.0) by CDISC
The SDTM Validator Checks as published by the FDA
The SEND Validator Checks as published by the FDA
The SDTM validation rules as published by the PMDA

The most recent versions of these rules sets can always be downloaded from the “Open Rules for
CDISC Standards” website. Each rule in the XML file has a date-stamp, so that it is always clear which
version of each rule is used1. When you download an updated rule set, just copy it in the folder, and
it will be ready for use.
Companies can also easily develop their own rule sets in separate files, and just add these files (one
for each set of rules) to the folder. Also in such a case, the rules can immediately be used by the
“Smart Dataset-XML viewer”.
With the exception of the ADaM rules (about 50% done), we have implemented nearly all the
published rules as “open rules”, except for those that:
a) Are not enforceable rules but are expectations
b) Are nonsense (e.g. that each lab result must have a unit)
c) Are confusing or conflict with other rules
For example, rule FDAC031 “Model permissible variable in added into standard domain” was not
implemented as the rule states that it IS allowed to add a permissible variable (e.g. “EPOCH”), but at
the same time throws a warning. Such kinds of rules of course don’t make sense.
If you are someone with good ADaM knowlodge, and would like to help us with the further
development of the ADaM validation checks as “Open Rules for CDISC Standards” checks, please let
us know, and we will be very happy to have you on board and help you with getting you a “jump
start”.
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Rule implementations are only updated when it was found they did not function correctly, or when a faster
algorithm was found. In such a case, the outcome must be however exactly the same as in the prior version.

Use in the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer”
After having started the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer”, first select the location of the define.xml file
containing the SDTM, SEND or ADaM metadata2. Then select the files that you want to show the data
for or want to validate using the “Open Rules for CDISC Standards”. The graphical interface then
looks like:

Always ensure you have the DM file in the list, as many of the rules require data from the DM
dataset.
Near the bottom, at the left side, you see the checkbox “Perform CDISC Rules XQuery validation on
datasets”. Check it if you want to use the validation rules. In case you want to obtain a validation
report, also check the “Create and show CDISC Rules XQuery validation report”:

As you will see, the “Validation Rules Selections” button becomes available, as well as a button
“MedDRA files Directory”. The latter allows you to set the directory where you have installed your
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The Smart Dataset-XML Viewer both supports define.xml v.1.0 as v.2.0, but the latter is recommended as also
the regulatory authorities now require v.2.0.

MedDRA files (“.asc” files). As MedDRA requires a license, we are now allowed to redistribute these
files with the software.
The next step is to select the rules you want to be run on the files that you selected before. For
example, in case your submission is an SDTM submission, clicking the “Validation Rules Selection”
opens a new window with:

As you have 3 files with rules (3 “rule sets”) in the “Validation_Rules_XQuery” folder starting with
“SDTM”, the system displays these 3 sets as 3 tabs in the window. You can then select rules from a
single rule set, of make combinations.
You will currently not find a “select all” button as this doesn’t make sense, for several reasons:
a) Some of the rules have 2 implementations, one for “all datasets”, and one for “only the
loaded datasets”. The latter have a blue foreground color. It usually are rules that, when
applied to all datasets (even the ones that are not loaded) take somewhat (or considerably)
more time. Such rules are marked with a “clock” icon, for example rule CG0020.
b) It doesn’t make sense to execute all tests in all cases. For example, once you are sure that
none of your “—TEST” variable values has more than 40 characters, it doesn’t make sense to
repeat this check over and over again. Instead, you can better concentrate on the rules for
which you are expecting problems in your data.

In some cases, you will also find rules that have a dark-blue foreground color.

These are rules that use RESTful web services, either provided by XML4Pharma, by the National
Library of Medicine (NLM) or by the FDA itself. Examples are:
•
•
•
•

Look up whether a variable is “required”, “expected” or “permissible”
Look up whether a codelist is extensible or not
Look up whether a given code is really part of a specific codelist3
Look up a LOINC code or an RxNorm or NDF-RT code4

These RESTful web services never send any data that contain subject information (like USUBJID, AGE,
…). It only sends metadata (like a LOINC code) without any subject identifier, so you can use it
without any problems. As our rules are completely transparent, you can even inspect the rule code in
order to see what is exactly send to the RESTful web service.
This can be done for any rule using the button “Display selected rules implementation”. For example
for the rule “When TSPARMCD=PCLASS, then TSVALCD is a valid code from NDF-RT”:

Clicking the button “Display selected rules implementation” then displays:

If it is not, and the value is defined as an „extended value“ in the define.xml and the codelist is extensible, no
(false positive) error is thrown.
4
Using the NLM web service is much more reliable than a lookup in a local file that is probably outdated. Here
is an example.
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Don’t be frightened by the code! XQuery is very easy to learn. All the XQuery scripts of the “Open
Rules for CDISC Standards” are very well documented within the source code. You will probably be
able to understand the above code in less than a few minutes.
In our case, the most important lines are:

In the third line, the base of the NLM web service is concatenated with the value of TSVALCD (when
TSPARMCD=PCLAS) and submitted to the NLM server. If the server answer does not contain anything
in its XML (path /ndfrtdata/groupConcepts/concept), then the TSVALCD value is not a valid NDF-RT
term, and an error is thrown.
After you have selected the rules you want your data be tested for, click “OK” returning you to the
main window. You can then still select one or more of many options (that is why the viewer has been
given the name “Smart Viewer”, using the “Options” button.
To start execution, click the “Start” button. Loading progress is shown, and also the progress of
validation of the datasets using the “Open Rules for CDISC Standards”. When ready, the datasets are
displayed, and in case some of the selected rules were violated, a window will appear with warning
and error messages.
For example, when we selected some rules about the trial summary parameter “INDIC”:

And start execution, we might get:

The line in the window states that an error was thrown for rule FDAC273 in record 14 of dataset TS,
with the message that an invalid SNOMED code 26929003 was found. This result was obtained by
submitting the code 26929003 to the NLM RESTful web service, which answered that it doesn’t know
this SNOMED code (the correct code is 26929004).
The “store messages” to file then allows to store all validation errors/warnings as XML, which has the
great advantage that XML is machine-readable and can be treated by other software systems. This is
NOT easily possible with Excel, so an Excel export is not provided. The XML looks like:

Also note that as well the table with violations as well as the stored XML contain the information
when (date-stamp) the rule implementation was last updated. We also recently implemented a
RESTful web service, described at
http://xml4pharmaserver.com/WebServices/XQueryRules_webservices.html so that applications can
check whether a newer version implementation of any rules is available, and automatically download
it and install it in the local software implementation. This has however not been implemented yet in
the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer”.
In the viewer, the violation is also depicted in the dataset view itself, i.e. when navigating to the TS
dataset in the viewer, one sees:

Conclusions
This document shows how the “Open Rules for CDISC Standards” can be installed and used in the
“Smart Dataset XML Viewer”. The advantages of using the “Open Rules for CDISC Standards” are
obvious: they are completely transparent, updates do not at all require an update of the software (no
more “waiting for the next release”5), they use RESTful web services instead of locally installed files
(except for MedDRA, who still refuses to provide/allow such services), and the risk of “false
positives” is minimal. Although their use is demonstrated here in the “Smart Dataset-XML Viewer”,
anyone can write his own validation software and still use the “Open Rules for CDISC Standards”
Interested in contributing in one way or another? Just contact us!
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When bugs are reported, they usually are fixed and an update made available within a few hours.

